MAP IT OUT &
TRACK EVERYTHING
MAPPING & DATA-TRACKING:
1. Print a map or use a map-marking app (ie. Google
Maps or Map Marker) and mark sites to canvas.

Sample
Sample Script
Script

Intro: “Hi! Thanks for stopping. I'm ___ with
#NoCopAcademy. We are a coalition of over
50 community groups dedicated to investing in
communities, not policing.

If wards or districts are significant for your campaign,
mark them or use separate maps for each.
2. Track locations canvassed and daily results in a
spreadsheet (stops, sign-ups, etc).
Over time, patterns will emerge. Some sites are better on
Mondays, weekends, etc
3. Keep a list of sites with rain cover or areas where

Problem: Right now, Mayor Emanuel wants to
spend $95 million on a new cop training
academy, while promising to close all the
public high schools in Englewood.

you can canvas inside Check local laws & regulations.

Solution: We are working on an initiative that
would allow Chicagoans to invest in our
communities and our young people. This city
has the resources.

WHERE TO CANVAS:
In general, you want to canvas high traffic areas. Think about your
target audience and the response or action you want from them.
Bus and transit stops often have steady traffic.
Try popular shopping areas, cultural centers, or places of worship
after service. Starbucks studies each potential location to make
sure it has maximum foot traffic passing by.
For a neighborhood campaign, it is helpful to keep a list of places
where people are active and businesses are concentrated.
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Urgency: Rahm and the City Council are
trying to push through another CPD expansion
without public opinion. Now is the time to act.
Ask: We need your support. Will you join our
initiative to stop the cop academy and invest in
young people instead? It only takes a minute
to get started.

nocopacademy.com
nocopacademy@gmail.com
#NoCopAcademy

sample script on back

GETTING

WHY

CANVAS?

STARTED

Key ingredients to any canvas operation:
• A clear goal, your “ask” of the public
• A script
• A map
• A means of tracking data
• Time & space to train together

Canvassing is the art of building campaigns by talking to people
in the community. This has been proven to be the most effective
method of organizing, whether you are looking for funds,
volunteers, political action, data, or to raise public awareness.
There are a few styles of canvassing: street, door-to-door,
business-to-business, etc. Street canvassing involves quick,
friendly interactions with passersby on the street, on trains, in
pedways, etc. Check local laws and regulations around
petitioning and solicitation before going out.
A NOTE ON SAFETY
The most important element of canvassing is safety.
Canvassing puts you in changing and unpredictable
environments. Canvassing after dark is discouraged. Discuss
safety plans with your group.
Safety Strategies include:
• Always use the buddy system.
• Make sure someone knows where you all are.
• Communicate about any access needs. Discuss if anyone
has medical issues to consider, such as by having appropriate
snacks for a diabetic canvasser.
• Stay still. While it's tempting to search for people, it is most
effective to stay in a high-traffic spot and invite people to talk.
This feels safer for pedestrians and your team.
• Don’t sneak up on people. Announce yourself and your
intentions clearly, so as not to scare pedestrians.
• Establish safety signals. Develop a nonverbal cue
so your buddy will know when you need backup.

APPLYING THE RECIPE
The word “script” is used very loosely here.
Don’t be a robot – just accurately and quickly
present the issue.
It helps to practice every time you go out.
• Length. A shorter pitch is more effective,
as people on the street are in a hurry.
• Don’t talk too much or too fast. Take a
breath between parts. Pausing lets folks
process what you’ve said, adds strength to
your words, & projects confidence.
• Have facts/resources available. Have
access to fact sheets (printed or online) & a
list of ways for people to get further involved.
• Urgency vs Victory. Your approach depends
on your group and campaign. A victory would
be any relevant accomplishment showing that
your ask is both effective and achievable. An
appeal to urgency would highlight the need to
take action now by citing a current event, new
law, or impending deadline.

MAKING

CONTACT

• Find a good spot. Consider the time. Some places have
steady business, some have rush hours. You may have to
experiment with location.
• Be considerate. Stay clear of doorways. Sidewalks are
public, but there can be conflict if stores feel you are
discouraging business.
• Be Confident. Stand in the middle of the sidewalk and face
oncoming foot traffic. Smile. Be yourself. Don’t take anything
personal, and don’t argue with people. It’s not a canvasser’s
job to change someone’s world view; but to find people with
similar interests and empower them to take collective action.
• Pick someone and stop them. Eye contact is key, so catch
someone’s eye from about 30 feet away then greet them.
Distance gives you a chance to ask again if they say no. Once
they pass you, it’s done. If you want, you can say, “Have a nice
day” and look for the next person. No one wants to feel
harassed.
• Respect people’s time. Always thank people for stopping,
and again if they say yes to whatever you’re asking. When you
do stop someone, step to the side so you don’t block the
sidewalk. This helps other canvassers keep stopping people
and will make your person feel more comfortable staying for
however long the conversation takes.
• Respect your own time. Keep your pitch brief; this leaves
time to answer questions. Don’t feel pressured to talk to
someone if all they only intend to argue or derail you; we have
work to do.
• Consistent messaging. What you actually say will become
refined over time, but you want to give everyone the same
information. It also makes it easier to keep the conversation
focused; if you know your personal script, you never get lost
even if someone throws you a curveball.

